
FOR A RESPONSIBLE, 
CAREFUL

AND COST-EFFECTIVE
SHOPPING



THE CONCEPT



Plastimark is a family-run Italian company, which has always been committed to having  a responsible and 
ethical commitment,  to having not only a successful entrepreneurial itinerary, but prior to that, a 
responsible and ethical commitment, from a viewpoint of sensitivity to the environment and the social 
context.

But, we have to underline that all these values, without a careful choice of our partners who support  our 
clients from the first approach and choice,  to the installation of the product itself , would  have never 
allowed us to spread outside the domestic borders, bringing us to be successful  worldwide.

One of the strong points of Plastimark is being able to meet all the needs of companies, thanks to its 
wide range of products.

Requests vary by country, by type of store format and by extension of surfaces.

Plastimark takes care of the clients and provides tailor-made solutions.



GREEN ETHIC



Plastimark® has imagined and utilised plastic as the essence of its offer, the fruit of a thoughtful 
assessment from multiple perspectives, not just economic, technological and aesthetic, but ethical as 
well. Plastic, in fact, represents one of the pillars of current civilisation: we only have to think of its 
countless fields of application, from medicine to transport, from textiles to the domestic context.

What makes the difference vis-à-vis some recent objections is not the material in itself, but the conscious 
and responsible use thereof, a rule that should actually apply to any resource on the planet.

Given this vision, Plastimark® has set its own ethical code of conduct:

• on the exclusive use of 100% recyclable materials

• by offering its customers the possibility of returning the product at the end of its production life in 
order to insert it in the production circuit of new objects, thereby prolonging the economic life of the 
raw material and reducing the overall environmental impact

• on powering its own factory exclusively by electricity independently produced by non-fossil fuels

• by creating products in recycled material with the same technical performance as virgin plastic



GIORDANO ENERGY



Giordano Energy is the group company that ensures the energy production necessary to the associated 
Italian production site, thereby guaranteeing a more competitive cost. The choice of non-fossil fuel, but 
rather animal/vegetable fats, is perfectly in line with the environmental sensitivity that characterises the
entire Group activity.

The choice of using an autonomous power plant guarantees the company total energy independence.

100% RENEWABLE ENERGY

• 1,6 MW/H
• 6.656.450 Kw/h



How much Energy we produce and use yearly

Comsumption 523 KG / H

2022 Comsumption 1,636 TONS

Max Production 2,7 MW / H

Ordinary Production 1,6 MW / H

2022 Production 6.656.450 kW/H

75 Trucks of fuel



PLASTIC GRINDING MACHINE



Nowadays, the world is facing a critical issue of plastic waste management. 
A plastic shredder machine is a machine that cuts the plastics into smaller pieces in order to make waste 
management easier. Plastimark has a shredder designed specifically for larger plastic waste  so  it is able 
to  recycle production waste and create  regenerated products to offer and sale in the market.



PLASTICS SUPPLIERS 



MATERIALS

The generic definition of plastic hides within its folds a practically limitless potential of technological and 
functional solutions. Any item of the Plastimark® range is produced with a blend of raw materials that 
make it into a concentrate of aesthetics, mechanical resistance, longevity and resistance both 
mechanical and atmospheric.

Each compound encompasses sophisticated qualities of the most disparate nature, linked to specific 
biochemical properties or to ethical and natural values, always fine-tuned thanks to consolidated 
collaborations with the world’s largest companies in the chemical sector.



BLACK COMPOUND

Plastimark® Black characterises trolleys, baskets and pallets made with recycled plastic.
The use of such material does not in any way alter the mechanical and functional characteristics, while 
simultaneously providing the advantage of retrieving and using the plastic afresh at the end of its 
previous cycle of use, thereby avoiding its dispersion into the environment.
This operation ensures a sustainability of the process far greater than that achieved through conventional 
alternatives, such as metal, thus representing not only a “nice” functional solution but also a mindful 
ethical choice.



The shopping baskets of the Black 
Compound Plastimark range can be made, 
based on the quantities, either of recycled 
plastic from our grinder or of Verplen B Eco 
that is purchased from one of our suppliers.



VERPLEN B ECO Material: a thoughtful choice to make Plastimark products

Eco – project
This product has been designed and built with the aim of improving and minimizing the significant 
environmental aspects and impacts, compared to the 'New Prime Plastic Material' related to its life cycle, 
therefore from the cradle to its grave. It has also been designed to favor the end-of-life where VERPLEN B 
ECO is 100% recyclable.

The evaluation of the ecological quality of this material passes through the analysis of the life cycle LCA 
(Life Cycle Assessment) of the product itself, arriving to draw of the considerations of environmental 
impacts that are produced during the process and cycle of life of this product.

According to the dossier n. DS-RAV-007, and 
in accordance with the inspection audit held 
on May 2020 by the TUV NORD, we declare 
the compatibility of our Verplen B Eco 
products with the ISO 14021: 2016 standard 
and we also declare that the percentage of 
recycled plastic product used, is equal to 
100%.



Plastimark Black Compound 
also includes the trolleys of 
the full plastic line that are 
produced with recycled nylon.



RAVAMID B (NYLON 100% RECYCLED)

Eco – project
This product has been designed and built with the aim of improving and minimizing the significant 
environmental aspects and impacts, compared to the 'New Prime Plastic Material' related to its life cycle, 
therefore from the cradle to its grave. It has also been designed to favor the end-of-life where RAVAMID is 
100% recyclable.

The evaluation of the ecological quality of this material passes through the analysis of the life cycle LCA 
(Life Cycle Assessment) of the product itself, arriving to draw of the considerations of environmental 
impacts that are produced during the process and cycle of life of this product.

According to the dossier n. DS-RAV-007, and 
in accordance with the inspection audit held 
on May 2020 by the TUV NORD, we declare 
the compatibility of our RAVAMID A/B Eco 
products with the ISO 14021: 2016 standard 
and we also declare that the percentage of 
recycled plastic product used, is equal to 
100%.



Plastimark Black Compound 
also includes Pallets in the 
Cargo and Light versions



POST – CONSUMPTION BASKETS



Domestic POST-CONSUMER

Post-consumer is made from household waste which was then gathered up, cleaned and reprocessed. 
Products produced from post-consumer plastic close the loop, directing used plastic away from 
landfills and toward recycling facilities.
The most important point is that the technical performances look very good .the first tests have  
confirmed as really successful.

This material  has got the Italian certification IPPR related to the post-consumption  and second life 
made by 100% recycled plastics (vs 95%  of the competitors).
The suppliers who produce it is EuCertPlast certified.





RECOVERY OF PLASTIMARK PRODUCTS

Thanks to the recovery and recycling of Plastimark products, it's possible to obtain all kinds of new 
containers and objects, to be used in everyday life.

The plastic material recovered and not destined for recycling can be used for thermo-valorisation
processes and for obtaining ecological fuels for industry and civil heating.



TO DESIGN     CREATE      PROVIDE       RECOVER
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